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End-to-end testing (E2E) is the highest level of testing that verifies the entire
system under test. Because tests of this kind are very expensive to develop and
execute, they are often automated and used only to test critical functionalities of
the system. Despite the abundance of non-academic resources, literature content
on this topic is still lacking.
Web Experience Management System (WEMP) is a new solution for developing
website functionality, where the consultancy company injecting their script di-
rectly into customer websites. While providing the flexibility, this also introduces
new challenges since development work by customer will not be tested during con-
sultancy workflow and vice-versa. Including E2E testing in the current process
could help to guard against those misalignment.
The goal of this thesis is to implement an automated E2E testing into the current
pipeline of an WEMP. The work consists of finding requirements for the needed
artifacts and evaluating the result. The process is based on design science research
where the artefact is the integration of E2E testing into the pipeline according
to the requirements of a case client project. The result of the project is the
automated E2E testing pipeline with integrated Continuous Integration (CI),
Continuous Delivery (CD) and monitoring setup required for the case project.
The result conforms with the preliminary study on E2E testing. It showed how
expensive and fragile E2E tests are. In conclusion, E2E tests are helpful but they
should be limited to the most crucial customer journey. Moreover, tests should be
implemented so that execution and reporting practices are useful for developers.
Keywords: end-to-end testing, test automation, continuous integration,
continuous delivery, web
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
There has been an enormous increase in the popularity of web application
in the past decades. Websites and web-based solutions can be seen in every
aspect of the our daily economic, social and educational activities. Neverthe-
less, assuring web application quality is usually the most challenging among
all kind of software systems due to their dynamic and distributed nature.
End-to-end testing techniques are one way to test the overall behaviour of
web application. However, this kind of testing is often neglected since they
are the most expensive level of testing.
The work in this thesis is motivated by a real-world problem in a Web
Experience Management Platform (WEMP). Under this setup, websites are
even more error-prone because multiple stakeholders can modify the web-
site. In an e-commerce web site, where a minute downtime of web-front can
interrupt the business, the impact of software failure is even more serious.
A better testing strategy will result in a robust solution, improve availabil-
ity and monitoring, reduce unpredictable behaviours. All of which can be
converted into customer business value.
1.2 Research Question
The aim of the thesis is to apply End-to-end testing to Frosmo - an example
of WEMP. A study is conducted on current approaches in end-to-end testing
and the output is a suitable approach for the existing CI/CD pipeline. After
implementation, the improvements and shortcoming of employing end-to-end
testing in a WEMP will be reviewed. These are the three research questions
that this thesis is seeking to answer:
1
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RQ1: What are the requirements for the end-to-end testing pipeline in the
case project?
RQ2: How to implement End-to-end testing in WEMP?
RQ3: Does end-to-end testing implementation meets the requirements in
RQ1?
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews existing literature
about web application testing and end-to-end testing, as well as describe how
end-to-end could fit into a WEMP. Chapter 3 elaborates research method and
research question that the thesis seeking to answer. Chapter 4 describe the
current state of the project and requirements gathering result. Chapter 5
provide detail on the implementation. Chapter 6 evaluate the implementa-
tion and Chapter 7 discuss the research questions. Chapter 8 concludes the
findings and summarize the research.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Web Application Testing
Web applications are growing multi fold in popularity nowadays. When we
carry out any task, most likely we opt to interact with a web application.
They can assist us in work (calendar, email, task management), entertain-
ment (social media, video, blog) or personal tasks (banking, shopping, doctor
check-up). Web application are ubiquitous because they are available 24/7
for everyone with internet access and a web browser. Development and main-
tenance of web application are streamlined since the content of the website
resides on server. Any changes to application can be updated in one place
and automatically reaches all of its audience. In order to sustain their uptime
and high reliability, web application require a competent testing strategy. Al-
though there has been progress, the dynamic nature of web application still
provokes a lot of challenges.
Web applications are defined as distributed systems with client/server
architecture, where the clients are web browsers and the servers are the web
application servers [1, p. 156].
Figure 2.1 show a simplified version of the web application architecture.
In this architecture, the servers and data stores can be implemented as multi-
ple instances, with different organizing scheme, developed in several program-
ming language and deployed in multiple environment. The client browsers
also varied in end-user type of browsers (and possibly multiple versions),
devices (mobile and desktop view) and environment (operating system, lo-
cation, language, etc.).
3
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Figure 2.1: Web application architecture
Challenges
With such versatility, designing a testing suit, which cover all of possible com-
bination of parameters is not an easy task [2]. Web application development
iteration is usually much shorter than traditional software, which requires
an efficient strategy, preferably high level of automation [3]. Furthermore,
any error, downtime of website can directly affect a large proportion of users,
cause heavy damage to business, especially in e-commerce field.
Sampath and Sprenkle [1, p. 155] identified the following as challenges in
web application testing:
• A fast development cycle.
• Distributed architecture: Faults can occur in the server or client-side
components or in the integration of these components.
• Multiple languages: Web applications are often written in multiple
programming languages. HTML and CSS are a mark-up and style sheet
language, respectively, that require different validation techniques.
• Multiple outputs: The results can be seen in the browser in the form
of HTML document or changes in the application data store, in email
messages, etc.
• Dynamic behaviour: Some types of web applications have code gener-
ated on the fly. Purely static analysis techniques may not fully be able
to test the web application.
• Cross-browser, cross-platform compatibility.
• Large, complex code base: The distributed architecture of web appli-
cations necessitates a rather large code base that is often difficult for
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programmers to understand. Web technology also evolves at fast pace,
making the development more complex by using multiple coding and
development frameworks.
2.2 Automation testing
Testing can roughly be divided into manual and automated testing. Manual
test is where a human tester plays the role of an end user and executes
the features of the System Under Test (SUT). Automated testing means the
automation of those activities. To keep up with the pace at which application
are developed and deployed today, automated testing has been playing a
crucial part in web application testing. However, automating tests in web
application is a very delicate process due to characteristics mentioned in 2.1.
Approaches and tools on automation testing has come a long way during the
last 10 years, but they are still having a lot of issue such as high upfront cost
[4, p. 109], maintenance issues [5] and lack of skilled people [6].
Regarding the current state of automated web application testing, these
are some noteworthy points under the scope of this thesis:
• There is still a gap between knowing the technical aspects of the process
and applying the solution at an organization [3]
• Selenium is the most popular E2E test automation solution. Recently,
there are other tools and framework for E2E testing, but studies and
practice on them are lacking [1, 7].
• There is a tendency of moving web application to the cloud, hence,
implementing test in the cloud should be more focused [2]
2.2.1 Test Automation Pyramid
Automation testing enable inexpensive re-execution of test, which allow bet-
ter coverage and increase software quality confidence. In low-level testing,
such as unit level, test cases focus on specific behaviour in code logic. There-
fore, they are actually more straight-forward to test programmatically. How-
ever, automation still cannot entirely replace manual testing and planning
for a balance between manual and automation testing is not an easy task.
The testing pyramid - a widely adopted model by Mike Cohen [8, p. 312]
proposed the amount of automated testing we should be doing at each test-
ing level. In his original idea, the test pyramid consists of three layers that
a test suite should be consist of (from top to bottom):
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1. UI Tests
2. Service Tests
3. User Interface Tests
In this model, the higher the layer, the more integrated and more expen-
sive the tests are. Thus, most tests can and should be automated, and we
should implement more tests at lower level.
Figure 2.2: The test automation pyramid
2.3 End-to-end testing
The term ”End-to-end” means ”from-the-start-to-finish”. E2E testing is de-
fined as a type of testing that validates the whole application stack and
architecture, including integration of all services and component that may or
may not be belong to the SUT [9, 10]. The following sections consider where
this testing approach can be used:
In Testing Levels
Tests in software development process could be categorized into testing levels.
Testing levels define the level of abstraction of the tests. In the days of
sequential software life cycle models, they are different stages in the software
development life cycle where testing is conducted. By separating them into
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Level Summary
Unit Test Test individual component
Integration Test Test Integrated Component
System Test Test the entire system where all components are inte-
grated
Acceptance Test Final users test in consumer environment. These tests
can be seen as functional testing performed at system
level by final users or customer [7]
Table 2.1: Levels of testing
different layer, we avoid overlap and repetition of tests. In a popular software
life cycle model: V-model [11], there are four level of testing (Figure 2.1)
As the name implies, E2E approach should be at a high level of testing,
where the whole system is tested. In fact, E2E testing is considered a special
type of system testing where final user is simulated [12].
In Agile testing Quadrant
Agile is a software development approach, which promotes self-organizing
and cross-functional teams. It advocates rapid response to change in devel-
opment [13]. In Agile development, project is broken into small iterations.
Each iteration goes through all function of a traditional development project:
planning, design, development, testing. The output of each iteration is a
working product, which can be demonstrated to stakeholders. This reduces
wasting resource in planning and design, minimized overall risk and allow
the product to adapt to changes better.
Since testing in Agile project is no longer a separate phase by itself,
testing levels overlap with each other. Gregory and Crispin [14, p. 102]
found it helpful to use the Agile testing quadrants model (Figure 2.3)
On the x-axis, we divide the matrix into test that support the team
and tests that critique the product. On the other axis, we divide them into
business-facing and technology-facing tests. As a result, the tests are divided
into four quadrants:
• Quadrant 1: Unit and Component tests, support the team at technical
level, they let programmers confidently write code.
• Quadrant 2: Support development team at a higher level, define exter-
nal quality that customers want, hence the business-facing aspect.
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Figure 2.3: The Agile Testing Quadrants
• Quadrant 3: These tests critique the product, cover paths outside the
specifications and often emulate or involve real users.
• Quadrant 4: Also on the side of critique, but technology-facing. These
tests include performance, security and ”-ility” testing.
E2E approach usually used in User Acceptance Testing, which belongs to the
3rd quadrant [14, p. 189]. They demonstrate the desired behaviour through-
out every part of the system.
In Test Automation Pyramid
In the original version, the three level in Mike Cohen’s pyramid are: Unit,
Service and UI (section 2.2.1). But in the subsequent comments, he agreed
with others that the UI level should be called ”End-to-end” tests [15]. By
”UI” he rather refers to the testing tools, but ”End-to-end” is more accurate
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term for what actually the tests are. E2E testing located in the highest
level of the testing pyramid. Which means it is the most top down and
comprehensive test on the application (from the UI down). The term ”End-
to-End” is also broadly accepted in practice, e.g., Gitlab [16], Ham Vocke
[17]).
UI testing and E2E testing are not the same, but rather orthogonal con-
cepts [17]. In a web application, E2E testing is almost always UI testing,
seldom they can be REST API test, and not all UI testing is E2E. Testing
the UI can be some unit test in front-end JavaScript code, without requesting
any resource from backend. While E2E testing that involve UI also involve all
backend functionalities. Modern frontend frameworks like React, Angular,
Vuejs provide their own tools of writing unit test against UI element.
2.3.1 Types of E2E testing
There are two types of E2E testing: vertical and horizontal:
• The type most commonly used is horizontal: which goes through user
workflow or transaction across multiple applications from start to finish
to ensure that each process occurs as expected [18]. In the testing pyra-
mid, horizontal E2E happen at the top-most level, testing the whole
system the way it will be used, as a real-world user [12].
• In vertical E2E: Test will be implemented on all levels of the pyramid,
from unit tests then continuing up to tests to the Integration and UI
layer. [18].
Figure 2.4: Vertical and Horizontal E2E testing [18]
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2.3.2 Challenges
E2E testing may seem to be a good way to gain confidence for the whole SUT
in a simple case. Nevertheless, since these tests drive through UI and touch
every component in the system, they are expensive and time consuming to
run [19]. Automation of test execution is one answer to this [20]. Moreover,
E2E tests tend to break often. Literature suggest that simple modification
to the SUT result in 30 - 70% changes to the test cases [4], which increase
maintenance cost. E2E test are expensive to develop yet also lacking robust-
ness. Recent study on E2E testing, therefore focus on automatically creating
test or repair test cases [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] Another solution could be to limit
test cases to the most crucial customer journey [17]. In an e-commerce site,
for example, this can be reduced to search and product purchase.
2.3.3 Automating E2E test in Web application
On top of E2E challenge discussed in section 2.3.2. testing distributed sys-
tem and web application in particular are difficult with their heterogeneous
and distributed nature (discussed in section 2.1). According to a survey con-
ducted by Lima and Faria [26], there is a gap between the current and the
desired status of test automation for distributed heterogeneous system, and
we should prioritize automation for this type of systems. In the scope of web
application, the main mechanism used for E2E testing is black box testing
based on the concept of test scenario [20], which is a sequence of steps per-
formed on the UI of web application, then retrieve information to compare
with the test oracles [27]. Automation usually means automated execution
of those interactions and assertion of information.
2.3.4 Classification
There are various tools and practices regarding automation E2E testing of
web application. Garcia et al. [7] list these categories of tools and frame-
works:
• Facilitate test case creation with record and replay: Selenium IDE 1
• Writing code or script: Selenium Web Driver 2, Appium 3, CasperJS 4,
etc.
1https://selenium.dev/selenium-ide/
2https //selenium.dev/documentation/en/webdriver
3http //appium.io/
4https //github.com/casperjs/casperjs
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• Facilitate cross-browser execution of tests across platforms: Browser-
Stack 5, SauceLabs 6.
Leotta et al.[28] classify testing approaches base on two criteria: test case
construction and element localization.
Test case construction
Regarding test case construction method, there are two main approaches:
1. Capture-Replay (C & R) Web Testing: record the actions performed
by the tester on the Web User Interface (UI) and generate a script that
provides such actions for automated re-execution.
2. Programmable Web Testing: Tests are written with the help of specific
testing frameworks, which supports programming of the interaction
with a Web page and its elements.
Element localization
In order to interact with web UI elements in UI test, it is necessary to locate
different elements such as input fields, titles or buttons. One of the main
difference between methods of automated UI testing is how these elements
are located:
1. Coordinate-based localisation: during capturing phase, the tools just
record the screen coordinates of the Web page elements and then use
this information for tests re-run. ”This approach is nowadays consid-
ered obsolete, because it produces test cases that are extremely fragile”
[28].
2. DOM-based localisation: Web page elements are located based on Doc-
ument Object Model. For example, the tools Selenium IDE and Web-
Driver employ this approach.
3. Visual localisation: An emerging approaches, which makes use of image
recognition techniques to identify and control GUI components. E.g.,
SikuliX [29].
5https //www.browserstack.com/
6https //saucelabs.com/
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Analysis of the approaches
Leotta et al. [20] concluded:
1. Regarding test case construction methods: Programmable tests ap-
proaches involve higher development effort (32% and 112%), but lower
maintenance effort (16% and 51%) than C%R approaches. However,
programmable method enables defining parametric and repeated test
scenarios which add up to their advantages.
2. Regarding localizing web element: DOM-based approaches are better in
overall. They are more robust, require lower development and evolution
cost, lower execution time than visual locators. Visual locators are
only more suitable in some specific cases, where visual appearance of
application remained stable across release.
2.4 E2E testing in Continuous Development
2.4.1 Continuous Development
Lean concept of software development and recent emphasis on DevOps re-
alize that the integration between software development and its operational
deployment needs to be a continuous one. Hence, the emergence of many
activities all tied to the term ”continuous”: continuous planning, continu-
ous delivery, continuous verification, continuous monitoring, etc. The most
popular among them are Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous De-
ployment & Delivery (CD).
CI can be defined as a practice of continuously merging code changes and
validate these changes through steps of compiling, validating, compliance
checking and deployment preparing. It is typical that the process happens
frequently and automatically, allowing integration problems to be discovered
and solved as soon as possible [30].
CD is the the next step after CI, referring to the practice of continu-
ously deploying software build automatically to some environment, but not
necessarily actual user. A closely related term is Continuous Delivery, which
implies Continuous Deployment and extend its meaning that software is con-
tinuously ready for release and deployed to actual customers [31].
Together, CI and CD practices can be called CI/CD pipeline or deploy-
ment pipeline [32, Chapter 5].
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Figure 2.5: Deployment Pipeline
2.4.2 Automated E2E testing practice
Automated E2E testing is one popular practice in CI/CD [32, 33, 34]. E2E
tests help to imitate the usage of the system by the end user with all depen-
dencies and integrations and the execution of these tests should be automated
to conform with Continuous Development idea. Humble and Farley [32] ar-
gued that automatic acceptance testing is ”essential”. For short project with
small team of four or fewer developers, they advised to start with a few E2E
tests as part of a single-stage CI process. Applying the guideline above, Kim
et al. [34, Chapter 10] also deem it not necessary to automate all the tests
since E2E tests tend to break easily, which gradually result in developers
ignoring test failure or even abandoning test writing. They would rather be
having a few but reliable tests.
2.4.3 Frameworks and tools
This section provides some of the popular tools used for web E2E testing.
There are three main criteria for choosing this list:
• Runnable on Linux server
• Cross-browser support
• Can be integrated with GitLab CI.
The most popular Web UI testing tools and their comparison are shown
in Table 2.2. The list is summarized by searching for relevant articles mainly
on Google and Google Scholar with keyword ”Web End-to-end testing tools”
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and ”Web UI testing tools”. The terms were chosen based on similarity be-
tween tools for E2E and UI in web testing. The list presented should not
be considered a comprehensive sample of all framework and tools related to
automated E2E testing. However, the findings provide a sensible overview
of the different solution available and their benefits and disadvantages. For
example, almost every testing tool in the market facilitate scriptable testing
(programmable test). Capture and Replay method is also very popular. Al-
though most of them are not presented in the table since the project in case
focus more on programmable approach. Capture and replay feature usually
shipped in complete-software-solution with less flexibility. As identified from
literature, Selenium proved to be the most popular set of tools. Selenium IDE
for test recording and Selenium WebDriver for browser control are employed
by many testing solutions. Visual localizing method are available in some of
the tools. But most of them are trademarked technology developed indepen-
dently (eggPlant Functional [35], Maveryx [36]), not adopting open-source
project like Sikuli [29].
This chapter show a context of E2E testing in web application as in ex-
isting literature and reviewed approaches and tools in applying it in CI/CD.
These insights are necessary in order to achieve the objective of the work in
the next chapters.
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Name Browser Visual
lo-
cal-
izing
C &
R
License
Cypress Chrome No No MIT (Test Runner)
and Proprietary
(Dashboard)
eggPlant
Functional
IE, Firefox, Safari,
Opera, Chrome
Yes Yes Proprietary
Gauge cross-browser No No GNU GPL v3.0
Katalon
Studio
IE, Firefox, Chrome,
Safari, Opera and any
modern browser
No Yes Proprietary free
Maveryx IE, Firefox, Chrome,
Safari, Opera and any
modern browser
Yes No Proprietary
Nightwatch IE, Edge, Firefox, Sa-
fari, Opera, Chrome
No No MIT
Redwood
HQ
Chrome, Firefox, IE No No GNU GPL v3.0
Robot
Framework
IE, Firefox, Chrome,
Safari, Opera and any
modern browser)
No No Apache License 2.0
Sahi IE, Firefox, Chrome,
Safari, Opera and any
modern browser)
No Yes 2 versions: open-
source and Propri-
etary
Selenium cross-browser No Yes Apache License 2.0
SOAtest cross-browser No Yes Proprietary commer-
cial software
Watir IE, Firefox, Chrome,
Safari, Opera, Edge
No No MIT license
Table 2.2: Comparison of web UI testing tools
Chapter 3
Methods
Design science research method [37] is used in this thesis. Since the research is
about constructing an artefact - the E2E test for the project, it would fit well
into the model. The research process is divided into iterative steps: problem
identification and motivation, objectives and solution definition, demonstra-
tion, evaluation and communication. Peffers et al. described those activities
with examples in more details in the guideline [38]. The process is elaborated
in Table 3.1
Identify Problem
The study was conducted on Frosmo, which is a WEMP. The platform is
described in more details in 4.1. With Frosmo, customer website can be de-
veloped, modified indirectly using a JavaScript tag. Frosmo platform also
provide monitoring and flexible control over those modifications. While pro-
viding convenience, this system introduces brittleness to the website since
multiple side can modify the website. Most of Frosmo works relied on the
front-end of the website, so any change in the UI could result in unexpected
behaviour. There are automated unit testing, integration testing and man-
ual acceptance tests on each feature released from Frosmo. However, the
test only covers Frosmo pipeline, any development from Customer side is
not considered. Due to the problems mentioned above, it was seen as im-
portant to implement E2E testing so that the User-facing side is verified.
Automation should be employed since development from both sides are re-
leased regularly and asynchronously. The solution could be first developed
for a customer project, but then should be reusable for other case project
inside the company.
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Step Content
Identify problem &
motivation
How does E2E testing could benefit Frosmo case?
Define objectives of
a solution
Which E2E framework are suitable for the project and
should be implemented?
Design & develop-
ment
Design and implement an artefact based on previous two
steps
Demonstration Introduce prototype to team and integrate it to devel-
opment process
Evaluation Observe its effectiveness. Feedback from team and cus-
tomer.
Communication Provide research result report and presentation
Table 3.1: Design Science Research Methodology
Define objectives of a solution
The solution is to implement a E2E testing setup and actual tests for a cus-
tomer case project in Frosmo. To define the objectives, we used a requirement
elicitation process to gather information: conducting interview with product
managers, developers and QA engineer; ask them for their expectation of the
solution. The result of the process will be described in detail in Section 4.3.
Design and development
Chapter 5 will elaborate the design and development step. From the require-
ments, we will propose the solution design and integrate it into the current
CI/CD pipeline. A customer case project will be chosen to implement with
E2E test and introduce testing into the current workflow.
Evaluation
The implementation result will be discussed: what features have been im-
plemented, quality of implemented system and feedback from stakeholders.
The evaluation step will be described in Chapter 6
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Communication
Research result are documented with internal documentation tool and pre-
sentation are conducted to introduce findings among the company.
Chapter 4
Case project analysis
4.1 Web experience management platform
Frosmo solution - WEMP is a new solution for developing, improving website
functionality. The idea is generally simple, a JavaScript tag placed directly
in the customer web page HTML code will handle all the connection from
the platform to the website. Then, the consultancy company will provide
customers with solutions, statistics, and development, visualized by mod-
ification deliver directly to the website front-end. The customer can also
monitor and adjust these modifications using the platform panel.
Figure 4.1: Frosmo Overview
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Figure 4.2: Frosmo Platform architecture and information flows
Figure 4.2 is an overview of Frosmo Platform architecture. It consist of
three main components:
• Frosmo JavaScript library handles the modifications to the site,
manages segmentation, collects usage data, and fetches content to dis-
play from the back end.
• Frosmo back end stores the usage data collected by the Frosmo
JavaScript library and processes the data for reporting and analysis
purposes. The back end also stores operational data related to modifi-
cations, segments, and other configurable resources.
• Frosmo Control Panel (FCP) manages the Frosmo JavaScript li-
brary (and thereby how the site is modified and improved) and pull
analytic data from the Frosmo back end. Modifications are written on
FCP by developers or client developers.
In addition to modifications, more sophisticated solutions will be devel-
oped in a separated customer repositories hosted on GitLab. Output script
will be placed in customer website in a second script tag called textbfCus-
tomer Script along side with Frosmo JavaScript Library.
4.2 Development Process
A typical feature development process is as follows:
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• PM and Customer discuss new feature and create development tasks.
• Developers work on the feature, test and do code review within the
development team.
• The reviewed feature is passed on to QA team, who will carry out
manual UI tests to verify the feature on different browsers and mobile
devices.
• The feature is then delivered to the customer website. Customer and
PM are usually in charge of making small updates, managing and mon-
itoring.
Figure 4.3: Frosmo Control Panel
The following subsections will examine technical aspects of development
work flow.
4.2.1 Code base
In a typical platform client case, there are two separated code base:
• FCP Modification: Hosted in FCP. Can be edited by Clients and
Frosmo developers and PMs. No version control and CI/CD.
• Customer Script: Hosted in GitLab. Can be edited by Frosmo devel-
opers. Has CI/CD.
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4.2.2 Workspaces
Workspace is an FCP feature, allows separation of development in FCP.
Developer can create both new features and edit existing ones in a workspace
without affecting the live content of the website. Reviewer can also safely
preview the workspace content on the site. Customer Script can also be
deployed to workspace for integration test. Workspace is used in development
work flow similar to develop branch.
4.2.3 CI/CD pipeline
Customer Script in GitLab follow a CI/CD pipeline. Any changes pushed to
a ticket branch will undergo automated unit test then built to workspace for
review. After feature is manually verified by PM, QA and code-reviewed, it
can be deployed.
Development
• After prerequisites work has been done, a ticket is created by PM. This
ticket has a unique ticket-id.
• Developer create a Workspace with the ticket-id in FCP
• if Customer Script is needed, developer will also create a branch ticket-
id in GitLab repository.
• Developer start to develop.
Testing/Staging
• Developer pushes to branch via git.
• Unit tests are run by GitLab against custom code.
• PM, QA and Customer review the feature through the workspace.
• Code reviewed by developer.
Deployment
• Customer Script is deployed.
• Workspace is deployed.
Current pipeline employs automated Unit Test using Jasmine and manual
Integration Test. However, it does not account for modifications. There is
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no version control nor CI/CD for FCP modifications. Other stakeholder
such as clients and PMs can edit modification via FCP, which is outside of
verification process. In addition, client developer can introduce feature to
website that may break old modifications. To cope with these uncertainties,
E2E automated testing should be implemented.
4.3 Elicitation of Requirements
In order to gather requirements for the project, a requirement elicitation
process [39] was carried out. The stakeholders are segmented in order to avoid
the pitfall of treating them as one homogeneous group. Then, interviews
are conducted with candidates from those segments to discover and extract
the requirements. Next, development team came up with implementation
ideas to meet those requirements. Finally, the list of ideas is presented in a
workshop in order to prioritize requirements and to choose the ideas to be
implemented.
4.3.1 Segmentation
There are three stakeholder segments in this project:
• Developers
• Product Mangers
• QA team
The first segment is the developers in Frosmo Customer Success depart-
ment, who use Frosmo Platform and implement clients work. Product Man-
ager is the person who take responsibility of each client, manage client tasks
and facilitate work flow between client and developer team. QA team is a
separated team in Frosmo, who carried out QA work for all clients.
4.3.2 Elicitation
The author of the thesis interviewed two developers, one manager and one
QA engineer about their expectations for E2E test implementation. It was
done to discover and elicit requirements for E2E test and how it can be
integrated into current development pipeline. The result are requirements,
ideas and practices that can be divided into three categories: Source Control,
Build and Test Running, Monitoring. After the interviews, the collected
information is then analysed and a brainstorming session is organized within
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E2E testing project team to refined the data and discussed ideas to resolve
the requirements. The outcome of these sessions is a sets of implementation
ideas for each requirement (section 4.4.1 - 4.4.3).
Finally, a workshop was held with people from all segments to prioritize
requirements. Result is a prioritized requirements table (section 4.4.4).
4.4 Result
4.4.1 Test Programming
Use Version Control System to store E2E test code
Description: Current practices at the case company use GitLab as
Git-repositories platform for all project code. GitLab proved to be
a robust repositories platform. Preliminary research show that Git-
Lab CI/CD functionality is sufficient for the case project. Each client
project has their own code repositories. Unit test code is stored inside
client repositories.
Implementation Ideas: Use GitLab as VCS for E2E test code since
teams already have experience with Git and GitLab.
Separated repositories for test code
Description: There are two ideas on repository: Separated repository
for E2E tests or Same client project repository. Same repository is
the first reasonable choice since it avoid code partition. Meanwhile,
separated repository is easier for E2E development team to pilot the
project without affecting clients development.
Implementation Ideas: First, pilot one or two client project with
separated repositories. After validation and refinement, tests can be
moved into client project repository.
Support Peer review
Description: Branching model is used in the company to support iso-
lating development work and peer review. However, each team decides
on itself how to branch on features and tasks.
Implementation Ideas: Separated test repositories for each client.
Branches should be used for isolation of work. Peer review should be
done before merging branch to master using GitLab merge request.
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4.4.2 Test Running
Run test on different types of browser
Description: Test should be ran on multiple browser type (Chrome,
Firefox, Safari, etc.).
Implementation Ideas: Prioritize choosing E2E testing framework
that support multiple browsers.
Test run automatically
Description: Test run should be automated to provide quick feedback
and effectively guard against uncertainties in WEMP.
Implementation Ideas: There are different opinion on whether tests
should run on commit or to be scheduled at fixed time. The decision
could vary, based on test execution cost and client needs. Therefore,
both approach should be made available via CI system.
Test environment based on VMs
Description: Test environment should be easy to set-up and highly
available.
Implementation Ideas: use Docker to run test isolated in Amazon
Web Service (AWS). Case company is migrating to Docker and AWS
cloud service for most of the schedule tasks. AWS makes it straight-
forward to monitor cost and other indicators. Docker is easy to set up,
tear down and provide customized test environment if needed.
4.4.3 Monitoring
Code coverage is measured
Implementation Ideas: Choose test framework that support mea-
suring of code coverage.
Support active alert
Description: Any issues found should be raised as soon as possible to
increase feedback loop. Case company is currently using Kibana [40]
for error tracking. A physical PC/monitor is set up in each team to
display ongoing status of each clients.
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Implementation Ideas: Kibana integration, alert email or Slack
channel notification.
Test data for to non-technical stakeholders
Description: Test reports should be intuitive and accessible for non-
technical users.
Implementation Ideas: Choosing test framework that support HTML
reports or graphical statistic. Store test reports in FCP or Amazon S3,
making it highly accessible for Clients, PMs and Marketing team.
4.4.4 Prioritized Requirements
The results of the elicitation process are summarized in the Table 4.1. The
column ”Importance” answers the question ”How important is implementa-
tion of the requirement for the case project”. The result value is the average
of grades given by participant of the final workshop where 0 means ”not
importance at all” and 10 means ”most important”.
The results of the workshop help the team to focus on features that are
most concerned by stakeholders.
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Requirements Category Importance
Use GitLab as VCS Programming 10
Setup test environment with AWS Running 9
Test data storage in Amazon S3 Monitoring 8
Run test on schedule Running 8
Run test on different type of
browsers
Running 7
HTML reports Monitoring 7
Separated repositories for pilot
projects
Programming 6
Alert via Slack Monitoring 6
Use Docker as test container Running 5
Branching and merge request for
peer review
Programming 5
Same repository as client project for
E2E test
Programming 3
Run test automatically on commit Running 3
Alert via Kibana integration Monitoring 2
Test data storage in FCP Monitoring 1
Code coverage is measured Monitoring 1
Graphical statistic Monitoring 1
Alert via email Monitoring 0
Table 4.1: Priorities of Requirements
Chapter 5
Implementation
5.1 Robot Framework
For writing and running E2E test, Robot Framework was selected. The
selection process is out of the scope of this thesis. These following points
contribute to the decision of choosing Robot Framework:
• Supports running test on all major web browser (Chrome, Firefox, Sa-
fari, etc.).
• Open source software.
• Consists of various internal and external test libraris and tools for cre-
ating tests.
• Creates uniform and reusable test scripts.
• Easy to read reports and logs in HTML format.
5.1.1 Architecture
Robot Framework has a modular architecture that is easy to extend with
libraries and tools. Test data and files can be defined and imported across
directories to create a nested structure of test suites depend on the scale of
the project. Figure 5.1 depicts Robot Framework modular architecture.
5.1.2 Setup
Editor
RIDE [41] is a lightweight and intuitive editor for Robot Framework test
data. RIDE make it easy for QA engineer or non-technical personel to edit
28
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Figure 5.1: Robot Framework Modular Architecture
test code. Since Robot Framework is written in tabular Syntax, normal text
editor can also be used. For example, most developers use Visual Studio
Code [42] to edit test code.
Library
Since Robot Framework is only a generic automation framework, a Web
testing library is needed for it to function as a web testing tool. Therefore,
the following libraries are added.
• SeleniumLibrary: web testing library uses the popular Selenium tool
to control web browser.
• Webdriver: After installing the library, it is required to install specific
browser drivers for all the browsers that need to be tested. Selenium
Webdrivers cover all major web browsers and is available for download
at SeleniumHQ Downloads Page
5.1.3 Test case
There are several ways to write test cases. Robot Framework describes two
styles of writing: Keywords-driven and Data-driven. Test cases that describe
some type of workflow could be written in keywords-driven style. The data-
driven style is when we want to test a scenario with different input data.
The project case will employ keywords-driven style with the idea of verifying
only the most common path.
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Figure 5.2: RIDE - Test data editor for Robot Framework
Writing Tests
Figure 5.3 shows a simple test case written in keywords-driven style. Vari-
ables are used to hold a value, which can be used in test cases or user-defined
keywords. In the example Figure 5.3, ”test variables.robot” defines two vari-
ables to use in ”test keywords.robot”.
There are two type of keywords, user-defined and library-defined. In
the example, SeleniumLibrary is included, which enables usage of Selenium
WebDriver keywords, e.g. Open Browser, Close Browser. Other user-defined
keywords can be created like in ”test keywords.robot”.
Running Tests
Normally, Robot Framework test can be run from terminal:
robot sample-test.robot
In this project setting, test code is run in docker container. An modified
version of Robot Framework image ppodgorsek from Docker Hub [43] will be
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Figure 5.3: An example test case written in keywords-driven style
used. GitLab runner will start a docker-in-docker (DinD) and run a docker
container to execute robotframework test. Test piepline is configured to run
the test daily at 12pm.
docker run \
--shm-size=1g \
-e ROBOT_OPTIONS="-v BROWSER:chrome --suite Tests.DNA" \
-v ‘pwd‘/reports/DNA:/opt/robotframework/reports:Z \
-v ‘pwd‘/tests:/opt/robotframework/tests:Z \
ppodgorsek/robot-framework:latest
Reports
A test run from Robot Framework will output a HTML test report similar
to Figure 5.4.
The Robot Framework plays the main part in the case project E2E testing
automation. Robot Framework runs the test, outputs the logs and reports.
Test run will be executed by GitLab CI/CD in a Docker container. Test
reports will be stored as artifacts in GitLab server and in Amazon S3.
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5.2 Architecture
Figure 5.5: Pipeline components
The DevOps pipeline was designed based on preliminary analysis of the tools
and workshop sessions. Existing technologies such as GitLab, Docker, AWS,
Slack were taken into account and applied in the testing pipeline.
Pipeline components are shown in Figure 5.5. When engineers commit
code to the GitLab server it will triggers GitLab Runner1. Depending on
each project setting, the jobs will be run, usually consist of unit testing,
build to workspace or deployment to production.
The new E2E pipeline will add a E2E testing job to the pipeline. Due to
the cost of running E2E test, this job is scheduled to run everyday at mid-
night, rather than on each commit. The job will be run using a Docker
container with required environment for running Robot Framework test.
Docker-in-docker (DIND) was used to be able to run docker command in
GitLab CI/CD 2. DIND is a Docker image with all Docker tools installed.
This is one recommended approach by GitLab to run Docker container with
GitLab CI/CD. Figure 5.5 show that Robot Framework Docker container is
running on company’s premises. However, depending on project requirement,
this setup can be moved to AWS if needed.
1https //docs.gitlab.com/runner/
2https //docs.gitlab.com/ee/ci/docker/using docker build.html
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After execution, E2E testing report and logs will be saved as artifacts3
in GitLab (with an expiration period of 4 weeks). Reports and logs are also
copied to Amazon S3 bucket to be archived. Failed jobs on E2E testing job
will be notified to a separated Slack channel.
5.3 CI/CD pipeline
Figure 5.6: CI and CD pipeline
The CI/CD pipeline of the case project is described in Figure 6.1 using St˚ahl
& Bosch notation [44]. Conforming with Git workflow model, developer
checks out the code to a feature branch for each feature development. The
input of the pipeline is a commit to a feature branch. It triggers build job
in GitLab, which runs code analysis using ESLint4 and Unit Tests using
Jasmine5. If the build job successes without any error, it triggers deploy to
workspace. After deployment is done, feature can be submitted for Project
Manager and Client review. After being approved by client, feature can
proceed to merging. A merge request to master branch is submitted by
developer, which then goes through a code reviewing process. Any issues
raised from the reviewing should be fixed and changes should be committed to
the feature branch, triggering build job, merge request update. This process
will be repeated until code is approved for merging. The merge will triggers
the build in master branch, after successful build, the code is deployed to
3https //docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/pipelines/job artifacts.html
4https://eslint.org/
5https://jasmine.github.io/
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production. E2E test are scheduled to run nightly to minimize the execution
cost.
5.4 Creating test
The pilot client for the case project isDNA.fi. The product is their customer
facing web store.
5.4.1 Project background
The client project DNA.fi applies Agile methodologies. Development tasks
are divided into sprints. Each sprint is an iteration and has its own devel-
opment phase and testing phase. Similar to a typical Agile project, require-
ments are given in the form of Epics and User stories.
User stories
In Agile development, an user story is an informal, natural language descrip-
tion of one or more features of a software system. User stories are often
written from the perspective of an end user or user of a system.
Epic
Multiple user stories, which represent a big chunk of work usually compose an
epic. Stories under an epic should have a common objective, e.g. a feature,
customer request or other requirements.
5.4.2 Test cases
An analysis was conducted for the pilot client DNA.fi in order to identify
keys features in the customer facing web store. There are six features/areas
classified as meaningful for epic level:
• Login
• Filter Filtering product in the main shopping page
• USP Recommendation feature developed by Frosmo
• Phone Purchase
• Package Purchase
• Internet Purchase
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Each epic consists of multiple test cases that cover different input and
outcome of user journey on the web store. There are total of twenty test
cases written for this case project. They are presented in Figure 5.7
5.5 Monitoring
The reports and logs from each run will be saved as artifacts in GitLab,
which can be downloaded (with an expiration duration of 4 weeks). Reports
are also copied to Amazon S3 bucket for storage. Notification on failed jobs
will be sent to a dedicated internal Slack channel.
5.6 Implementation Problems
This section describe the problems that emerged during the development.
Personalized data within a test case
The first problem encountered was testing Frosmo recommendation on client
website. In RobotFramework, each test case starts in a new incognito tab.
This is good for data isolation, but makes it complicated for personalization.
Some Frosmo recommendations rely on local storage to save data. While
each test case will run on a incognito browser tab. Therefore, no personal-
ized information is maintained. Any features required a streamlined flow of
personalized data need to be run in one test case.
Fragile end-to-end test
The second problem was that tests are very fragile. This is partly due to
SeleniumLibrary: such a trivial task as a button click executed inconsistently.
Implicit and explicit wait need to be included for test to succeed. There
are some issues with performance where browser becomes more sluggish the
longer the test session. For that reason, some test cases, which succeed when
executed alone, fail in test suite execution. Another factor is the dynamic
nature of client website. A product could be out of stock or a phone package
could be taken off the store in a daily basis.
Security of storing AWS token
Another problem was AWS credential needed for pipeline execution. GitLab
CI provides an easy way to store these keys in environment variables in
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pipeline settings of the repositories. But if they are stored in the same GitLab
project where the test code and CI file are located, they will be available for
all users who have access to that repository. This is not a problem in the
pilot case and it was also implemented in a separated repository. However,
some projects enforce strict permission of access to production. In order to
limit the access, separated repository need to be created for test. This could
increase the complexity of the pipeline.
The results of the implemented pipeline evaluation are described in chap-
ter 6.
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Figure 5.4: An example test report
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
This chapter elaborates the evaluation of the implemented pipeline. The first
section discusses what features have been implemented in accordance with
proposed requirements in Chapter 4. The next section evaluates the test
automation system. The last section summarized feedback from stakeholders.
6.1 Implemented end-to-end pipeline
The final realization of requirements in Chapter 4 were presented in Table
6.1.
6.1.1 Test Programming
Use GitLab as Version Control System to store E2E test
code
GitLab is used as Version Control System for E2E test code. GitLab
CI was used for the whole CI/CD pipeline.
Separated repositories for pilot projects
Pilot cases were developed in a separated repository. Requirements
stated that test code will be merged with client project repositories
after validation and refinement. However, there was a later realization
of some projects where access key permission should be restricted in
GitLab CI. It was decided that test repository will be kept in a distinct
repository.
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Requirements Category Importance Implemented
Use GitLab as VCS Programming 10 Yes
Setup test environment
with AWS
Running 9 Yes
Test data storage in Ama-
zon S3
Monitoring 8 Yes
Run test on schedule Running 8 Yes
Run test on different type
of browsers
Running 7 Yes
HTML reports Monitoring 7 Yes
Separated repositories for
pilot projects
Programming 6 Yes
Alert via Slack Monitoring 6 Yes
Use Docker as test con-
tainer
Running 5 Yes
Branching and merge re-
quest for peer review
Programming 5 Yes
Same repository as client
project for E2E test
Programming 3 No
Run test automatically on
commit
Running 3 Yes
Alert via Kibana integra-
tion
Monitoring 2 No
Test data storage in FCP Monitoring 1 No
Code coverage is measured Monitoring 1 No
Graphical statistic Monitoring 1 No
Alert via email Monitoring 0 Yes
Table 6.1: Completion of Requirements
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Branching and merge request for peer review / Same
repository as client project for E2E test
In the pilot case, there was only one developer and branching and merge
request for peer review have not been employed. However, branching
and merge request come natively with GitLab setup. This process can
be enable later in projects if needed.
6.1.2 Test Running
Run tests on different types of browser
The main motive of choosing Robot Framework is because this frame-
work supports a wide range of browsers. SeleniumLibrary in Robot
Framework supports all WebDriver implementation names: Firefox,
Chrome, IE, Opera, Safari, PhantomJS or Remote. Simply by chang-
ing execution parameter, test code will be runnable in all browsers
listed above.
In the pilot case, Docker image with pre-installed Chrome and Firefox
was used.
Run tests automatically on commit / Run test on sched-
ule
GitLab CI was setup to run on commit on master branch. There is
also a schedule setup to run the pipeline at 4 am everyday. Previously,
it was set at midnight but 4 am was chosen later since it was the least
busy time of the day.
Use Docker as test container
The E2E test run in a Docker container with required environment for
Robot Framework. Docker image ppodgorsek/robot-framework 1 was
used. This is a Docker Image based on Docker Alpine with Robot
Framework, SeleniumLibrary, Firefox and Chrome.
1https://github.com/ppodgorsek/docker-robot-framework
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6.1.3 Monitoring
HTML reports / Test data storage in Amazon S3
The reports and logs from each run are saved as artifacts in GitLab.
These artifacts are available for downloading within a 4-week period.
Reports and logs are presented in HTML format and copied to Amazon
S3 bucket for long-term storage.
Alert via Slack & email
Slack provide Webhook URL, which can be used to send automated
messages to Slack channel. GitLab Setting has an integration option
for Slack notification. Notifications on failed jobs are sent directly
to an internal Slack channel. GitLab integration also provides Pipeline
emails, which notify a list of recipients on the events of broken pipelines.
6.2 Evaluation of the test automation system
6.2.1 Tests
This section evaluates the quality of the tests: extendibility, maintainability
and reliability of the tests.
The cost for maintenance and development largely depend on how the
tests are developed. For the time being, tests are written in Robot Frame-
work SeleniumLibrary. Keywords are used extensively and the test cases are
designed to be small and reusable. Most of the alterations needed, when
creating a new test, are usually DOM element selectors. This establishes
a good basis for the extension of test coverage in the future. However, it
is important to constantly pay attention to reusability and maintainability
while developing in order to keep the code quality from deteriorate. It is also
noted that E2E tests are expensive and less robust that other level of testing.
Therefore, E2E tests should focus on regression type of testing. Existing fea-
tures, main functionalities that are changed less often should be the point of
interest when developing new tests.
The reliability of the tests has varied. Tests can be seen as relatively
unreliable. Most failure cases happened when the client website changed.
Usually these changes do not break Frosmo feature. Nevertheless, the devel-
opers feel the swift notifications are convenient. They do not need to rely on
clients to notify of the changes. On the other hand, too many ”soft alerts”
may cause developers to lose attention. They eventually ignore the notice
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or abandon the tests. In addition, there are some false positive cases such
as insufficient wait-time for clicking and loading web page. The causes for
these errors are limited and similar. They could all be identified and test
reliability will improve overtime.
In conclusion, this test system will be useful for regression testing. The
test architecture enables cost effective development and maintenance. Reli-
ability of the test is not very good at the moment, but it could be improved.
6.2.2 Test execution and report
This section discusses the usefulness of test execution and reporting for de-
velopers.
The pilot case can be introduced to other clients with minimum efforts.
Test repositories can be duplicated with very few alterations needed (e.g.
test report script, files naming). Almost all defined keywords are reusable.
The test schedule can be easily configured in GitLab CI. The test executed
itself inside a Docker container, which eliminates the need for setting-up and
configuring test environment.
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Figure 6.1: GitLab pipeline view
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Test execution time varied from 5 minutes 7 seconds to 5 minutes 31
seconds. The test suite includes 16 test cases with about 250 steps. The
execution time could be improved by not having unnecessary long waiting
times between various steps. Tests are run on GitLab server, which is hosted
by company. The only external infrastructure cost is AWS S3 storage.
The test reports are sufficient. Error messages are listed clearly with
screen shots. One problem is that a single error produces too many reports.
For example, an out-of-stock product, could cause all of the purchase funnel
tests to fail, because adding a product to the cart is the first part of all
the tests. There would need to be updates in test cases or validations that
prevent the same error from being reported multiple time.
In the meantime, test reports are streamed directly to developers via Slack
channel and emails. However, if test reliability becomes a big problem then
developers may ignore the alerts. A solution could be to use automated tests
as helper in finding defects. Found defects must then be manually verified
by QA before posting Jira tickets. This ensures that the reports are accurate
and shield developers from noise. However, the manual process means that
it would take days before the defects are reported if the test execution is not
monitored closely.
Despite all the problems above, current test execution and reporting sys-
tem are still helpful in providing confidence with newly developed features.
Furthermore, with the base infrastructure in place to automatically execute
and report tests, it would be easier to improve the details and automation
level later when the tests are more robust.
6.3 Feedback from stakeholders
This section summarized results from the final review workshop. The ideas
and comments are categorized by related requirements.
6.3.1 Test Programming
”It feels not right having to manage two separated repositories”
The first matter was that pilot cases were developed in a separated repos-
itory. It was decided that, in some project, test repository are kept in a
distinct repository to restrict access to other AWS key. The team raised this
issue, worrying that this may over-complicate the existing process. Moreover,
broken pipeline in E2E test repository would not stop the main repository
from deploying. However, this is only the case for a few projects. GitLab
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CI/CD also support multi-project pipelines 2. Multi-project pipelines are not
foreign to large products that require cross-project dependencies, especially
those that adopting a micro-services architecture.
In general, the both repository schemes do work well and could be selected
according to the project.
6.3.2 Test Running
”Who will be in charge of these CI config ?”
The team all agree on GitLab being a powerful CI/CD tool and Docker
image really simplify E2E test setup. One important feedback was that
now developers and QAs will be involved with DevOps tasks, which require
additional skills such as GitLab CI config, Docker and bash script. The
company culture does encourage people to gain knowledge and DevOps will
become more and more imporant as an expertise. All team members should
take initiative in writing and support their project CI/CD.
”It may be okay for now. But what happen if the cost or execution time of
the test grow too much ?”
The workshop participants noted that the execution price of the E2E test
are very low at the moment. But the team should pay attention on the
execution time and memory load to avoid browser crashes, especially in the
future when test case grow bigger. In the event of test execution becomes
too expensive, it could be moved onto AWS. Other compromise might be to
run intensive E2E tests on feature release and/or keep the number of E2E
tests at minimum. However, with current setup, the probability of high cost
is very rare.
6.3.3 Monitoring
”There are too much notification via Slack channel and emails”
There are some feedback about spamming message on Slack and emails.
This was due to some misconfiguration in the beginning where each failed
case will trigger one message. A fix was introduced later to prevent an early
failure that may break the whole test suite. The amount of message is now
strictly one per failed pipeline job. Team can also configure the frequency
based on their need.
2https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/ci/multi project pipelines.html
Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1 RQ1: What are the requirements for the
end-to-end testing pipeline in the case
project?
The first RQ was about gathering all the requirements for the E2E testing
pipeline that could be applied to the case project, and then be used in all
other company clients. Motivated by the points made in section 1.1, the
E2E testing will focus on regression testing when client or Frosmo made
changes to the website. The require elicitation process was done in three
steps: interviews with the stakeholders, brainstorming session among devel-
opers, workshop to prioritize requirements. The result of the requirements
selected is presented in Table 4.1. Some of the key findings of requirements
elicitation are:
• Current company project setup has some requirement about the de-
velopment process and tools. CI tool and repository manager will be
GitLab. Docker and AWS will be used to run test. Amazon S3 will be
used to store test reports.
• The pilot project will have its test repository separated from the main
repository. After validation and refinement,tests can be moved into
client project repository.
• E2E tests should be able to run on multiple browsers. Client projects
are mostly e-commerce websites who prioritize user reach and acces-
sibility. Therefore, compatibility testing has always been important.
As a result, the new automation E2E testing should be able to cover
testing on multiple browsers.
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• Test reports should be available in HTML or graphical format. Issues
found should be notified on email and Slack channel.
The result requirements correspond to the findings in existing studies
about implementation of E2E testing [32, 33, 34]. Later implementation also
did not reveal contradiction to CI/CD and monitoring practices.
7.2 RQ2: How to implement End-to-end test-
ing in WEMP?
After studying existing E2E testing tools and practices, considering the re-
quirements of the project, Robot framework was selected as the framework
to implement E2E testing. The list of studied tools were shown in Table 2.2.
Robot framework were selected due to a number of advantages: high cus-
tomizability, modularity, wide range of support with libraries and tools, easy
to use tabular syntax and compatibility with all popular browsers (thanks to
SeleniumLibrary 1).
The project architecture is presented in Figure 5.5. The test GitLab
repository will store Robot framework tests. Code commit into this repos-
itory will trigger the E2E testing pipeline. First, GitLab CI/CD will start
the GitLab runner that spin up a Docker-in-Docker container. This con-
tainer will then run the Robot framework testing container. The test will
be executed inside this container. Browsers will be opened and run the tests
on the website as programmed. After the tests complete, test report will be
copied to Amazon S3 to store. Any failure will be notified via email and
Slack channel.
E2E tests should act as a regression test, which means it should be run
upon release of Frosmo feature onto client websites. The test should also be
scheduled to run everyday to verify system health, since client development
pipelines are out of Frosmo scope. With that in mind, the tests should be
kept at minimum amount, covering only crucial customer journey: login,
purchase funnel, Frosmo features, etc.
7.3 RQ3: Does end-to-end testing implemen-
tation meets the requirements in RQ1?
The realization of requirements was presented in Table 6.1. All requirements
of importance above 5 were implemented. Except for the requirement of
1https://robotframework.org/Selenium2Library/Selenium2Library.html
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same repository, which were later ruled as not possible, all requirements of
importance above 2 were implemented. The separated repository, however,
create a good base for future cases. It is easier to clone the test repository
and setup new project. The separation of repository does not hinder CI job
execution either, since GitLab CI/CD support multi-repository pipeline.
The prior research showed that E2E testing is costly and easy to break
since they drive through UI and touch every component in the system. Im-
plementation also reveals that E2E test are very fragile, fail after every few
days of running. After a number of modifications and optimizations, tests
are currently in a more stable state. On the other hand, during the time of
testing, some of the change in client website that may break Frosmo features
were detected swiftly.
Test monitoring implementation meets all requirements. Issue notifica-
tion via email and Slack are scalable and configurable according to project
need. Test reports stored in Amazon S3 also working as expected. There
is no initial requirement about the cost of pipeline execution, but estimated
expenditure was calculated as very low, since most of the jobs were running
on GitLab server which located in the company premise. The price of pro-
duction and release execution was not calculated because it is not related to
the testing pipeline and mostly depends on the setup of each project. How-
ever, the current setup is highly customizable and it can be modified to fit
the requirement of other client cases.
7.4 Limitation
During the requirement elicitation process, there were no clients included in
the interview despite playing an important part in the project. Stakeholders
were divided into three group: QA, Project manager and developers . This
is due to the nature of the project is highly experimental and most commu-
nication with clients is done remotely making it hard to include them into
the process.
On the implementation aspect, test run period was identified as relatively
short: about 2 months. During this time frame, there was no real incident
where the pipeline can prove it true necessity and usability.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
The goal of this thesis is to implement an E2E testing into the existing
pipeline of an Web Experience Management Platform. The process was based
on the design science research methodology with a series of workshops and
technical implementation. Project requirements were gathered through an
elicitation procedure include interviews with stakeholders. The literature re-
view was conducted to gain an understanding about the current state of E2E
testing, tools and technology. Based on the review, Robot Framework was
selected as the E2E testing framework. GitLab was used as CI/CD solution.
The final evaluation workshop showed that all high priority requirements for
the pipeline were completed.
The research showing that, despite being the best way to verify the SUT,
E2E test are very expensive. Automating E2E test is one answer to this, but
it is challenging because E2E tests tend to break often. They are expensive
to develop, execute and yet also lack robustness.
Reality of the project conform with the existing research. E2E tests are
often breaking or giving inconsistent results. A fair amount of development
time was dedicated to strengthen the logic and prepare for exceptions during
test run. As suggested by literature, tests were limited to the most crucial
customer journey to reduce the amount of test cases.
It can be seen that the result of this study contributes to the research in
the field. In spite of the large amount of non-academic materials available in
web article or blog posts, this topic is not well presented in academic papers.
On the other hand, the achieved result cannot be generalized because they
were conducted for a single case project with company-specific requirements.
However, the common aspects of the pipeline with E2E automated tests
will be reused for other client in the case company, which could be seen as
positive.
There are rooms for improvement on the project as future work. For
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maintainability and scalability, the E2E test code should be implemented
in the same repositories with the current code base. Another improvement
would be to introduce customer personnels into the project to gather more
meaningful requirements and feedbacks. In future development for other
clients, graphical statistic or integration with existing logging system would
be beneficial as well.
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